
COCOONERS

Making fresh energy 
into effective agility 

When we were first approached by this Italian 

Banking Group to hire and train new young people, 

we saw ourselves faced with the challenge of inter-

preting both hiring and training a new, applying a lens 

of systemic value creation. What follows reveals that 

responding through this lens of a broad and holistic 

perspective was a wise and deeply generative choice.

Developing healty
organizations 
 
Poorly organized work wastes money, damages people 

and is bad for the environment too. This means leaders 

have an ethical and moral imperative to design and 

develop healthy organisations which are not just high 

performing, but also good for their people and the 

environment. Organizational health has always been 

at the heart of Tricordant’s thinking.

A word about 
Cocoon Pro

What’s cooking in our
LABS

Meet LiquidOTM

OUR STORY IS YOUR STORY FROM THE FAMILY: TRICORDANT

COCOONERS IS PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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Read at page 14 Read at page 10 Read at page 16

EODF Conference 
2022

Whoever is running a company or working in an 

organization today, has a first-hand experience of 

how reality can be complex and unpredictable.  

You don’t need to explain it. Yet, the most common 

reaction to this widespread uncertainty is the hope 

to quick fix what the company is perceiving as 

challenging so that it could become stable [...]

Read at page 4Read at page 6 Read at page 8

BE ALIVENESS
LIVE FROM THE ECOSYSTEM
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How is the water today? 

One fish is said to have gently asked some others that 

were swimming along in the ocean. They smiled and 

nodded, but then, looking at each other, exclaimed - 

what the hell is water?

It’s true that the most evident realities are often the hardest to see. 

Even when they represent the vital elements that make all the other 

practicalities possible. I tend to forget, we all do. But if we pay atten-

tion, we can harvest the value of the obvious in the most fruitful 

ways. 

For instance, there was this participant at a workshop a few weeks 

ago. It was the end of a session dedicated to exploring how to over-

come criticalities on a strategic product. Commenting in amazement 

the results of the conversations, he realized that while the most 

advanced technological solutions were actually at hand, what they 

were struggling with were the very same dilemma that has haunted 

humanity since the beginning of time: how to be with each other in 

ways that allows for both successful outcomes and people wellbeing. 

When we run an organization - be it a family, a company or an 

entire nation - we may think we cannot afford it. That time, energy, 

resources are scarce, and should be dedicated to something more 

concrete, providing evidence with numbers attached.

In fact, concreteness is not a property of the surface, but an outcome 

of undercurrents running into the deep. It literally means “to grow 

together”, a mass formed by coalescence of separate particles in one 

body, the process of solidification that makes 

it actual or real. It’s people with their stories, 

passions, fears, needs, aspirations, values, glued 

together by a shared goal, and by a culture that 

enables or hampers their possibility to achieve 

the impossible, to give life to something new. 

This is water. And to keep perceiving it, is a prac-

tice that can make all the difference. 

WHAT’S UP
W  

hat you resist persists, what you accept transforms.  

This old aphorism attributed to C. G. Jung has 

always haunted me and, at the same time, has 

given me many clues on how to face certain 

professional moments.

In this hustle and bustle of life of the human being, where the wave 

of change drags us through the calendar of our lives, this eternal 

search for certainty, stability and security becomes an exercise that 

sometimes leads us to quasi mental illness.

The lack of certainties in the nature of life today is inevitable. 

Resisting makes us focus on what we deny and not follow the flow 

of life, whatever it may be; it makes us chase after pasts that do not 

lead us to the desired happiness. Accepting what happens, under-

standing uncertainty as the best (only?) option and trying to accept 

and move through each of the crossroads, is probably the way to 

transform the reality we live in and evolve with it. But that does not 

mean that there is no north, that there is no direction that time will 

tell which different roads it will take us down, but which looks to a 

point on the horizon where we as human beings want to address.

Accepting and flowing with what happens is not renouncing 

anything, far from it, rather it is to integrate ourselves with reality 

and flow with the change in the direction that our north star illu-

minates, this one that we decide on in our deepest exercise of 

human freedom. Resisting the world, nature, the human system to 

which we belong and which in turn belongs to the world and the 

universe, is perhaps nothing more than a way of persisting in a task 

that will never be again, whether we like it or 

not, because life flowed, flows and will flow 

in another way.

Let us not resist, let us evolve and let us join 

nature which we have always qualified as 

wise, but to which we as human beings have 

not listened too much even though she has all 

the keys.
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In a world that constantly pushes us to perform better and 

better, we all have heard expressions such as “you need to get 

out of your comfort zone in order to grow” or “your comfort zone 

is a beautiful place, but nothing grows there”.  Recently, I started 

thinking that, in my case at least, this approach could have several 

negative consequences and lead to potential damage, if I am not 

careful. 

If it is true that, when we are out of our comfort zone, we feel stim-

ulated, we can test ourselves and stretch our limits, at the same 

time, we might feel anxious and worried. Also, we might experience 

negative feelings that, in the long run, can affect our performance, 

which in turn could lead to exhaustion or burnout. 

In the same way, by pursuing growth at any cost, we might run the 

risk of feeling that our best and true selves remain out of reach. 

We would then be constantly searching for a potential better self, 

rather than focusing on our current self which is performing at its 

best. 

That’s why I started viewing my personal evolution not as a contin-

uous jumping out of my comfort zone at any cost, but rather as a 

constant effort to expand my comfort zone. 

I consider that comfort zone not merely a space in which I can 

remain inactive (stasis is like a death sentence to me), but rather 

a place where I’m able to think clearly, where I can become more 

confident and put my mastery into practice. 

Expanding my comfort zone means taking on 

challenges deliberately, facing them using a 

progressive approach. It means introducing 

new habits that can help me hone my skills 

as well as identify my own limits, so that I 

can try and go beyond them. I consider these 

to be natural steps towards my personal and 

professional development. 

WORK HARD. PLAY HARDER
SOME OF OUR HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE FIRST  HALF OF 2022

6 ACTIVE CORE TEAMS
15 PEOPLE INVOLVED 
3 COUNTRIES INVOLVED

COCOON CORE TEAMS

TALKING ABOUT US

5 NEW CONTRIBUTORS
4 PEOPLE SHIFTS 
6 COUNTRIES INVOLVED 

CP OPEN GOVERNANCE
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T
hey teach you not to shine. And you, instead, must shine on.  

Pier Paolo Pasolini

I find this sentence very powerful. It reminds me of how 

being programmed from an early age by family, school, 

culture, can force us into a shape that is not really ours. 

It takes courage to express all that we are, all that we have inside. 

It takes stubbornness to go on and smile, to believe that we deserve 

what we have and more. 

It takes discipline to give us the space to flourish.

The fear of succeeding and of shaking off the usual way of doing 

things, the fear of success can block our full potential, the fire that 

flows not only in people but among people.

Our diet isn’t just what we eat and drink. It’s conversations, books, 

hugs, movies, music. Paying attention to what gives us energy is the 

first step to really nurture our life.

We can choose to live life in the front row, or the third row. And 

everything changes. The wind on our face, the noise, the cold on our 

skin, but also the magic of the landscape and the colors we can see.

I can recognize these same patterns also in organizations. Often in the 

system there is all that is needed to shine, but for many crazy reasons it 

doesn’t happen. Opening the space of evolution with care and courage 

can start a new way of being, of making sense of why the organization 

exists and what is the final value it wants to give outside. 

Sometimes what you do is only a channel to 

transmit something more, and only when you 

are ready to embrace this new vision, you are 

able to deliver new qualities.

Deciding to lower barriers, create transparency, 

believe in people, enable trust, leave free space 

for expression and movement is surprisingly 

effective and capable of responding to the chal-

lenges we experience every day.

BUILDO ON 
FACILITATION PRIMER

UNDP 
MALDIVES

AGILE ACADEMY 
BANCA SELLA

1 OHANA MEETUP
1 LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®   
MEETUP

KEY INITIATIVES
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GUIDO
MARTINI

CLAUDIA 
PELLICORI

IÑAKI 
PEREZ

LETIZIA
PIANGERELLI

https://www.undp.org/maldives/blog/annals-democratised-meeting
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6981651694258429952/?actorCompanyId=3046103
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6981651694258429952/?actorCompanyId=3046103
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6981651694258429952/?actorCompanyId=3046103
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6981651694258429952/?actorCompanyId=3046103
https://www.undp.org/maldives/blog/annals-democratised-meeting
https://www.undp.org/maldives/blog/annals-democratised-meeting
https://www.undp.org/maldives/blog/annals-democratised-meeting
https://sellainsights.it/-/al-via-l-academy-agile-di-banca-sella-un-ponte-tra-universit%C3%A0-e-mondo-del-lavoro
https://sellainsights.it/-/al-via-l-academy-agile-di-banca-sella-un-ponte-tra-universit%C3%A0-e-mondo-del-lavoro
https://www.thegoodintown.it/come-sara-il-lavoro-di-domani/
https://sellainsights.it/-/al-via-l-academy-agile-di-banca-sella-un-ponte-tra-universit%C3%A0-e-mondo-del-lavoro
https://www.linkedin.com/in/guidomartini/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/guidomartini/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudiapellicori/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudiapellicori/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudiapellicori/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/inakiperez/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/letizia-piangerelli/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/inakiperez/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/letizia-piangerelli/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/letizia-piangerelli/


Poorly organized work wastes money, damages 

people and is bad for the environment too. This 

means leaders have an ethical and moral imper-

ative to design and develop healthy organisa-

tions which are not just high performing, but 

also good for their people and the environment.

 

Organizational health has always been at the 

heart of Tricordant’s thinking. Some of you may 

not know this but we continue to be inspired by 

the divine when developing our thinking around 

organisational health. One Biblical principle 

is that we are made in the image of God, when 

we are at our best and in the flow we are fully 

expressing this image. We believe there is an 

equivalent pattern in working together, which 

enables people and organisations to thrive. 

Over time reflecting on others and our own 

practices, plus research we have commissioned, 

by Edinburgh University and the Oxford Review, 

have both improved and reinforced the validity 

of our thinking.

 

For us this means that even though there is a 

rapid evolution going on within the world of 

work, there are still key underlying principles 

which last forever.

One of these, which define healthy organiza-

tions, is adaptability. This is reinforced by both 

academic research and experience when you 

explore and understand why some companies last 

forever. For example the oldest organisation in 

the world is the Japanese construction company 

Kongō Gumi, founded in 578 AD. Closer to home 

these include the Royal Mint (Founded 866 AD), 

Pontificia Fonderia Marinelli (Founded 1000 AD) 

and Casa de Ganaderos (Founded 1218 AD).

 

However, though highly prized, organisa-

tions struggle to become more adaptable. The 

reasons for this are numerous. Earlier this year 

Tricordant was commissioned to help a business 

unit of a global pharmaceutical company with 

their mission to move ‘from doing...to being 

agile.’ The company had been exploring agility 

for over a year, but a history of risk aversion and 

compliance was preventing the leaders from 

developing the necessary adaptive mindset and 

behaviors. This also meant teams were “doing 

agile” by complying with a process without 

really “being agile”! Stelio Verzera of CocoonPro 

and I worked hard to build an understanding of 

the organisation’s dynamics and to plan a large 

group event with a microcosm of the company.

 

Unfortunately, there wasn’t enough time to use 

Lego® Serious Play®. However we were able 

to use Dixit cards to help the people to break 

free of their existing mindsets, fears and ways 

of working, to dream about how the company 

would operate in the next 2 years. 

We are glad to share the pages of this number of Cocooners 
with Tricordant, one of the most valuable organizations one 
could walk with along the way to organizational agility and 
work evolution. 

Tricordant

FROM  
THE  

FAMILY

AN ARTICLE BY NICK RICHMOND, TRICORDANT LTD

DEVELOPING 

HEALTHY
ORGANIZATIONS  

Cocooners - n° 12 - October 2022

Working together, we helped our client to think 

about, and really get under the skin of what 

agility and organisational adaptability means 

to them. One of Myron E. Rogers Maxims for 

changing complex systems is, “The process you 

use to get to the future is the future you get.” This 

means, if you want agile teams and an adaptive 

organisation, then the pathway you use to get 

to the future needs to be agile and adaptive. We 

helped each team to think this through by trans-

lating their future vision into a roadmap for 

themselves and one for the company as a whole.

However, that’s just the beginning of the journey 

as we all know, if we want to become healthy we 

need to intentionally work at it. This is the same 

for organisations, leaders and their people need 

to intentionally develop organisational health 

together.

 

I will end this article as I began but with a 

challenge. Poorly organised work wastes money, 

damages people and is bad for the environment 

too. This means you have an ethical and moral 

imperative to design and develop healthy organ-

isations. How well are you doing this? 

COCOON PRO

WEB 
HIGHLIGHTS

5

Dimensions and Universes 
for Team-preneur 
Changemakers
It might seem contradictory to talk about hope for 

more relevant organizations at a time when some talk 

about WW3 is lurking in the shadows.

What happens when we get 
together? Meet the Ohana 
Meetup.
From Rome to Bilbao and back: the story of 5 years of 

passion and responsibility.

Leveraging resonance  
to make relationships 
flourish
What happens when a leading employment agency  

and Cocoon Pro cross paths? 

Cocooners - n° 12 - October 2022

www.cocoon-pro.com
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https://www.tricordant.com/
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/dimensions-and-universes-for-team-preneur-changemakers-16d26978fa13
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/what-happens-when-we-get-together-meet-the-ohana-meetup-cd7fa5df5e58
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/leveraging-resonance-to-make-relationships-flourish-97a1487835f2
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/what-happens-when-we-get-together-meet-the-ohana-meetup-cd7fa5df5e58
https://www.cocoon-pro.com/
http://www.cocoon-pro.com


RIGOROUS  
IMPACT

As a matter of 

fact, on the 

starting line we 

had clear in mind 

what the desirable 

outcomes could 

have been and the 

trajectory to reach 

there, while what that 

unique system would 

have needed along the 

way was by no means 

predetermined.

What followed, the 

Academy itself, 

integrated theoretical 

frameworks, practice, 

and coaching on the 

practice. The practice 
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So off we went, on 

a project designed 

to redefine the 

assumptions around 

core organisational 

processes such as 

hiring and training. 

A trusted partner 

was involved for 

the people selection 

phase, and from 

there synergies 

flew throughout the 

project, organically 

creating and nurturing 

shared value. 

It was soon clear that 

there were no real 

The visible part 

of this shared 

direction was about 

selecting culturally 

aligned scrum 

masters, and creating 

an Academy to train 

them to effectively 

support multiple 

teams. But then, the 

system has gradually 

discovered itself, 

revealing new layers 

that had remained 

unseen. For example, 

during the first 

Iteration we explored 

which dimensions 

were most needed 

to fulfil the scrum 

master role, and 

what emerged was 

partly unexpected. 

When we were first approached by this Italian Banking Group to hire and train new young people, we saw ourselves 

faced with the challenge of interpreting both hiring and training anew, applying a lens of systemic value creation. 

What follows reveals that responding through this lens of a broad and holistic perspective was a wise and deeply 

generative choice.

boundaries between 

the customer, the 

partner, and Cocoon 

Pro. Hands-on 

collaboration and 

ever-evolving 

alignment on the 

desired direction were 

ensured through a 

permanent working 

table, as we moved as 

a sole team towards a 

shared direction. 

In this process, the 

customer remained 

open to observe 

the multiplicity of 

variables composing 

the challenge at 

hand, sustained 

by a continuous 

exchange between 

us. Overtime, this 

nurtured a mutual 

trust in our capacity 

to listen to each 

other and to the 

inputs we were 

receiving, beyond the 

specific scope of our 

intervention. 

itself was intended to 

be gradually integrated 

into the actual life 

and real needs of the 

system, which was 

in the meanwhile 

listened to. This 

triggered a generative 

dynamic between this 

new seed and the rest 

of the organisation, 

letting emerge 

and bringing new 

energy to aspects 

that really matter for 

the broader system, 

such as continuous 

improvement. 

GENERATIVE 
LOOPS

OPEN UP TO 
COMPLEXITY

BEYOND THE 
BOUNDARIES

OUR STORY IS YOUR STORY

 AGILITY
MAKING FRESH ENERGY INTO EFFECTIVE 

Cocooners - n° 12 - October 2022
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Undoubtedly, a 

rigorous and 

pragmatic approach 

to how the project 

was brought forward 

and handled by all 

parties involved 

was an asset of this 

project. It contributed 

to generate valuable 

results (a group of 

young people well 

integrated in the 

organisational fabric 

in relatively limited 

time) and produced 

an impact at the 

All of this 

translated into 

valuable outcomes 

for both the people 

involved and the 

organisation as 

a whole. Some of 

these outcomes were 

those expected by 

design—having a 

group of new scrum 

masters ready to be 

integrated into the 

organisation—some 

others emerged along 

the way, even beyond 

the scope of the 

project itself. Indeed, 

the ripple effects 

of what happened 

around the Academy 

start radiating 

individual, team, and 

organisational levels. 

From our standpoint, 

a certain rigorous 

approach helped 

the project explore 

the possibilities of 

complexity, neither 

being overwhelmed 

by chaos nor 

constrained by 

linearity. 

through apparently 

small moves—the 

sharing of knowledge, 

the integration of new 

people in the teams—

capable of triggering 

systemic evolutions: 

the seed of a cultural 

change brought about 

by the new people in 

their new role. Well 

beyond formal agility, 

this is about touching 

leverage points 

with the potential 

of a much broader 

impact on the entire 

organisation. 

RIPPLE  
EFFECTS

 

Opening up to an effective agility, one 

that really works, can be a powerful 

entry point to deeply evolve a human 

system. While this observation 

confirmed something we expected to 

see, its magnitude in this project was a 

major takeaway for us.

The conversation we are now having 

with the Holding company of the same 

Banking Group is all about bringing their 

effective agility and its evolutionary 

potential to the next systemic level. 

FINAL THOUGHTS

10 WORKING 
DAY 

SOME DATA

Cocooners - n° 12 - October 2022

FACILITATORS6 WORKSHOP9 24 COACHING 
HOURS 20 PARTICIPANTS



Here’s to the system of value flows we work in. Our ecosystem. No initiative, tool, 
competence, result can exist without roots in the liminal spaces between these 
flows, between organizations, across narratives. Enjoy.

Cocooners - n° 12 - October  2022

LIVE FROM THE 
ECOSYSTEM

NURTURING SHARED VALUE

EODF Conference 2022: real-life agility 
and a crucial shift of worldviews  
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STUFF WE’VE LOVED READING!

Read the full article

A brief History of System Science, 
Chaos and Complexity
Since the beginning in the 1950s, when people like Ludwig von Bertalanffy 

and Kenneth Boulding developed the field of ‘General Systems Theory’ and 

Norbert Wiener, Gregory Bateson and others developed the field of ‘Cyber-

netics’, and Jay Forrester developed ‘systems dynamics’ there ...

New Deep Narratives: we need 
new stories of what it means to be 
human  
It’s time to accept that an increasingly complex world, we need to adapt to 

more nuanced stories and resist the urge to hone in on the one that is the 

most black-or-white.

Read the full article

Whoever is running a company or working in an or-

ganization today, has a first-hand experience of how 

reality can be complex and unpredictable. You don’t 

need to explain it. Yet, the most common reaction 
to this widespread uncertainty is the hope to quick-

fix what the company is perceiving as challenging, 

so that it could become stable and predictable again. 

 

Most often than not, it’s a deceiving move. In fact, 

since the world-wide level of complexity has radi-

cally changed, that approach  misses the more pro-

found realization that the old paradigm of organiz-

ing work is also crumbling itself. 

Success in this new era rarely emerges from fixing, 

it better comes from an harmonic coordination of 
operational, strategic and structural agility, im-

plying a deep evolution of our worldviews, and the 

consequent adaptation of tools and competences.

That’s what being agile meant when it was first conceived, long before the 

agile manifesto was born. That’s what is needed today at societal level, if 

we want, not only our organizations, but also future generations on earth 

to thrive. 

The appreciation of the importance of this shift has deeply informed our 

contribution to this year’s European Organisation Design Forum Con-
ference in Bilbao. As co-organizers, we wanted to open a space for explor-

ing, together with the EODF community, what effective agility at work 
really means today, beyond dogmas and misunderstandings on how agile 

“should” be.

The emblematic presence of the Mondragon Corporation at the confer-

ence gave us a living example of this. A constellation of worker-led ven-

tures, and one of the world’s most long-lived and largest co-operatives 

ecosystems in the world, Mondragon’s story represents an example of 

how a shift in worldview can also foster the sprouting of different ways of 
organizing, that can incredibly nurture thriving conditions for business 

and society at large.

The signs of new structures and new ways of doing, are already present. 

And they prove to be functioning, sustainably and successfully. Around 

the world there are many examples of what can happen when human in-
genuity meets a deep sensitivity for the intricate connective tissue that 

binds people, communities and organizations together. This is an alche-

my that can give life to forms of organizing that know how to transmute 

what in the old world were conflicting goals - as short term outcomes and 

long term intergenerational wealth or common good and profit - into 

competitive advantages and vital complementarities. 

And you, what are you looking for? If you also deeply feel the time has 

come to walk this path, please reach out!

Start from our public telegram 
channel @CocoonPro
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For centuries he had been growing. By the 

rich fire coming from the heart of Mother 

Nature he had fed himself, his wit, power, 

his adventures and achievements, his ...

Read on Mozaic

The Tale of two
Stelio Verzera

OHANA MEETUP

When it comes to training the muscle of 

thinking in complexity - something vital yet 

seldom cared for in school or at work - the 

Warm Data Lab is one of the most imaginative 

and eye-opening creation spaces one could be 

part of nowadays. 

Born on a paper napkin in 2012, the research 

around warm data evolved into a rigorous 

practice with over 600 hosts worldwide, of 

SPOT ON: HERE’S HOW IT FELT

Cocooners - n° 12 - October  2022

FRESH STORIES FROM MOZAIC

which we are humble participants since we first 

met Nora Bateson’s work in 2018. 

To celebrate Warm Data’s 10th anniversary  the 

International Bateson Institute will be hosting a 

whole year of free sessions on Bateson’s seminal 

ideas. An unmissable exploration around the 

concepts of double bind, schismogenesis, play, 

learning, communication, ecology, multiple 

description, abductive process, difference that 

makes a difference, mind, and interrelationships.

If you are interested in strengthening your 

ability to perceive, discuss, and research 

complex issues, it’s the place to be.

Follow Nora’s twitter feed for updates on next 

sessions.

The Ohana Meetup is our contribution to the 

whole tribe of professionals, game-changers, 

and passionate people evolving the world (of 

work). It comes out of the realization that if these 

people come together, things deemed impossible 

can actually come true. 

The latest edition was a special one as we went 

back to Rome, where it all started in 2018. 

It closed a cycle, and this created momen-

tum for fostering the sprouting of a new one, 

once again deeply aligned with the needs and  

desires of people and society at this moment in 

time. 

Now stay tuned, as the 6th edition of the 

work revolution party is coming up on 

March 24-25 2023. Eager to know where 

we will be landing with the whole Ohana!  

 

Grab your ticket and check the OM website for all updates.

The tribe can’t wait to meet you at the next work revolution party!

FOLLOW
Nora’s twitter feed

How Mondragon became the World 
largest Co-op  
Jorge Vega Hernández, a mechanical engineer working in northwestern 

Spain, returned from a business trip and started to feel sick. It was March, 

2020—the beginning of the pandemic—and so he called a government help 

line. He was told that he might have the coronavirus and that he ...

Read the full article

Emanuele Rapisarda

Read on Mozaic

Taking the leap
It was between a Wednesday and a 

Thursday, in the simultaneity of a no and a 

yes, that the way home made room for the 

world to call. A formless state took charge ...

Isabela 

Read on Mozaic

Work. Made visible.
When I replied to that email, I already knew 

what was going to happen. And - maybe - 

not having given a precise answer was the 

way I was unconsciously leaving ...

VISIT
Ohanameetup.party

https://www.newyorker.com/business/currency/how-mondragon-became-the-worlds-largest-co-op
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2019-09-12/a-brief-history-of-systems-science-chaos-and-complexity/
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2019-09-12/a-brief-history-of-systems-science-chaos-and-complexity/
https://t.me/CocoonPro
https://t.me/CocoonPro
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/the-tale-of-two-53cea74644f9
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/the-tale-of-two-53cea74644f9
https://twitter.com/NoraBateson/status/1504389165676433415?t=nKPJ-n0ad82HgJCuDI4kLA&s=35
http://ohanameetup.party
https://twitter.com/NoraBateson/status/1504389165676433415?t=nKPJ-n0ad82HgJCuDI4kLA&s=35
https://twitter.com/NoraBateson/status/1504389165676433415?t=nKPJ-n0ad82HgJCuDI4kLA&s=35
https://twitter.com/NoraBateson/status/1504389165676433415?t=nKPJ-n0ad82HgJCuDI4kLA&s=35
https://www.newyorker.com/business/currency/how-mondragon-became-the-worlds-largest-co-op
https://medium.com/moral-imaginations/new-deep-narratives-we-need-new-stories-of-what-it-means-to-be-human-8ade0989b4cc
https://medium.com/moral-imaginations/new-deep-narratives-we-need-new-stories-of-what-it-means-to-be-human-8ade0989b4cc
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/work-made-visible-c6fdb8d261ce
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/work-made-visible-c6fdb8d261ce
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/taking-the-leap-c01be380194
https://medium.com/mozaic-stories/taking-the-leap-c01be380194
http://www.ohanameetup.party/
http://www.ohanameetup.party
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IN OURCOOKING LABS

How many people have questioned 

their relationship with work, over 

the last few years? The gap between 

fulfilment and day-to-day reality 

seems to have become so over-

whelming that many are envi-

sioning radical changes, in the 

name of a more meaningful and 

rewarding (professional) life. 

How can you gain clarity on the 

direction to take, in the midst of 

such changes? What if this direc-

tion could be rooted at the inter-

section between who you are and 

what generates value for others so 

that whatever you do will return to 

you alignment, purpose and expo-

nential results?

In Cocoon Pro these very questions 

led to the design of the CORE² 

method back in 2014. 

We sensed that there could be more 

lively ways of looking at people’s 

professional development and 

reputation building, as a journey of 

true personal flourishing. 

From there, almost a decade of 

passionate and rigorous action 

research unfolded, leveraging 

Cocoon Pro’s mastery in supporting 

human systems’ evolution and 

involving more than 500 people in 

over 1500 hours of coaching and 

workshops. 

We now have first-hand evidence 

that it works, time has come to 

bring it to the next level. What if 

you can learn how to facilitate the 

process and integrate the CORE² 

method into your practice? And 

more, what if you could have access 

to a unique journey and custom-

ised tools and techniques to set 

in motion the same magic also in 

teams and organisations? 

If you wish to know more about the 

CORE² method and go deeper into 

how it can help you  as an indi-

vidual, facilitator or organisational 

leader, here is the next step for you: 

subscribe to the CORE² method 

newsletter www.core2method.com.  

 

You will gain instant access to the 

process intro and the two main 

canvases, but above all, you will 

discover how to go deeper on the 

path that most suits you. 

If you feel called, come and join 

a growing community of people 

that with the CORE² method are 

evolving the way of conceiving and 

living their work. 

 The Cocoon Pro Labs are our own innovation engine.

 New knowledge, mastery and even new value proposition elements are developed here. 

 They are open and voluntary structures, working by specific processes designed for   

 proactively generating market-driven and high-quality value proposition.

 It’s in the CP Labs that entrepreneurs and professional game-changers can express their best   

 contribution in the co-creation of the next Cocoon Pro.
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three phases: deep exploration of 

the theme and its context; recog-

nition of the multiple possibilities 

arising from the investigation of 

the previous phase; making better 

and more conscious decisions as 

a result reflecting on our deepest 

parts, emotions, instinct, intuition 

and everything we don’t know we 

know.

SGS core experience consists of 

two-day in-person training that 

will guide you through a deep 

immersion in serious games, 

through the use of different tools 

and an understanding of the theo-

ries behind them. It is meant for all 

explorers and adventurers from the 

most diverse backgrounds inter-

ested in surfing the complex chal-

lenges that can only be understood 

by truly getting immersed.

If it resonates somehow, please get 

in touch: hello@cocoon-pro.com

It was 2013 when Lucio Margulis 

and Stelio Verzera met at the IED in 

Barcelona during a LEGO® SERIOUS 

PLAY® training and, guided by 

common values and principles, 

immediately began to wonder what 

they could do together from the 

next day.

After a decade of playing seri-

ously, learning in the most diverse 

contexts of evolution of people, 

teams and organisations, Juego 

Serio and Cocoon Pro felt the power 

of playful dynamics as a way to 

deepen new meanings and navi-

gate deep changes. In fact, playing 

opens a path of learning through 

hands-on experience, and more 

than a tool, it becomes a powerful 

language to express what we think 

and feel even when we are not fully 

aware of it. The Serious Games 

System (SGS) was born from this 

magic encounter.

SGS is a framework that enables 

deep reflection on a wide range of 

issues through the involvement of 

the whole person. It can be applied 

in any context, such as organisa-

tions, family, institutions, teams, 

community or even individually. 

The framework enables work in 

SGS Lab

Core2

10

Stay tuned for the publication of all  
the active Labs and their work at
labs.cocoonprojects.com

http://www.core2method.com
mailto:%20hello%40cocoon-pro.com?subject=
http://labs.cocoonprojects.com/
http://labs.cocoonprojects.com/


JAM NEWS
A Cocoon Pro Jam happens twice per year, at the beginning of each half. It is the most important CP governance event, 
open to all members and contributors and lasting two or three days. During the CP Jam we cocreate our direction for the next 
6 months. Here below you can have a peek at our last Jam.
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HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS

With the arrival of warmer days, we meet again for our semestral CP 

Jam. As usual, every six months we are in a different place. This time 

on the outskirts of Rome, the city where it all began ten years ago.

Coming energized from the transformative talks at the Ohana Meetup, 

we let ourselves loose on days of deep connection with each other. We 

told stories, shared food, good laughs, ambivalent feelings as well as 

imaginative thoughts around this unique moment in time. Surrounded 

by nature and lots of care, together, we engaged in meaningful 

conversations and weaved the pattern of collective sense-making that 

naturally allowed the decision around where we will put our focus for 

the next six months. That’s how a new cycle begins for Cocoon Pro.

MY FIRST JAM

Susanna Monello

#CPJAM

@isabelabcaria

As I stretch boundaries to embrace life, I find special people doing 

the same. The spaces of the new world are already being created 

and nourished. A new cycle has just begun. Happy to share this ride 

with you @CocoonPro #CPjam #2022h2 

@AntoCipo

Circle of stories. You can share more about you telling a story than 

working together for weeks. It’s all about people ❤️ #cpjam #2022H2

Cocooners - n° 12 - October 2022
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@AntoCipo

Jam is a ritual. We meet every 6 months to decide together where 

we want to put our energy in the next 6 months. And to laugh, cry, 

know and recognise each other. To exchange energy and challenge 

ourselves. To listen to everyone. And you? Is your team really 

aligned? #cpjam 

@emagorse 

After a deep discontinuity for many individuals and systems, 

we are now approaching a new era which is not anymore to be 

imagined, but to be nurtured and lived fully. We are in it. That’s 

what I’m feeling in this #CPjam #2022h2

“

“

Participating in this Jam was creative and transformative in 
some way. I would say freeing… I mean the idea of moving 
around, being free to take part in a way that feels natural 
to you. It was an added value. It was super interesting the 
human part, to have the opportunity to work in person. What 
I really like in this situation is the brains working together. It 
was one step in a transformative process.

 #newchallenges

@Pellicors

Sharing ideas, suggestions, knowledge, experiences, vision. Heart, 

mind, body, feelings. An harmonic mix of the beauty to be together 

#cpjam #2022h2 #cocooners #nature #working #hardfun 

@emagorse 

Speaking about decentralized technology, decoupling governance 

and ownership, organizing emergently around narratives, etc. 

but still being human beings barefoot in nature sitting in a circle. 

Now it only takes courage and rigorous work to realize the future 

humankind asks. #CPjam

https://mobile.twitter.com/isabelabcaria/status/1542372613313421316
https://mobile.twitter.com/isabelabcaria/status/1542372613313421316
https://mobile.twitter.com/isabelabcaria/status/1542372613313421316
https://mobile.twitter.com/AntoCipo/status/1541899516483338241
https://twitter.com/AntoCipo/status/1500129589321949193
https://mobile.twitter.com/AntoCipo/status/1541899516483338241
https://twitter.com/AntoCipo/status/1542591257624576000
https://mobile.twitter.com/emagorse/status/1542083219243339777
https://twitter.com/hoxeheome/status/1500180831083581444
https://twitter.com/Pellicors/status/1542114348096692225
https://mobile.twitter.com/emagorse/status/1542092789080625152
https://mobile.twitter.com/emagorse/status/1542092789080625152
https://mobile.twitter.com/emagorse/status/1542092789080625152
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A WORD 

ABOUT US
Cocoon Pro is a last-generation company devoted to enabling a 

healthy evolution of the very concept of work, worldwide since 2011. 

Her customers are organizations longing for deep shifts in how people 

and technologies, together, can raise unprecedented performance. 

It’s been designed to be effective, open and adaptive for cultivating 

evolutionary mastery. First in Europe in devising a completely emer-

gent organizational setup, and known globally as a “small giant” 

generating exponential value, Cocoon Pro is directly involved in the 

edge of international efforts evolving work itself.  

We foster the birth of a world of work based on interbeing aware-

ness and generative practices. And we know that this quest enables 

unparalleled levels of relevance, resilience and resonance for our 

Customers. We’re able to design and co-execute tailored evolu-

tionary paths for any organization on the many interdependent 

scopes of this scenario.

Our goal is to make this change really happen.

We work with about 40 different tools, and commit to 

continuous mastery development on each.

All the tools we use are devised to engage the whole-

ness of the person, rational and emotional.

Whatever the mix of tools we design for, our utmost 

attention is on the flow experience of the participants, 

be it live or remotely.

Over many years, we have seen all kinds of people 

having fun while achieving their greatest results.

In Cocoon Pro we practice first-hand and continuously evolve 

today’s most relevant work principles and techniques. These 

ongoing flows of learning, together with intense and contin-

uous field operations at the side of national and international 

Customers, highlight Cocoon Pro as the ideal partner for true 

strategic and operational evolution.

We have designed our whole service framework to provide 

you with sound results in boosting three vital and interde-

pendent characteristics of your organization: relevance, 

resilience and resonance.

RELEVANCE

How to have a bearing on your stakeholders’ lives in 

a rapidly changing world? Surviving as an organiza-

tion implies keeping your relevance. Growing it, means 

attracting increasing streams of resources from all of your 

stakeholders and, ultimately, thriving.

RESILIENCE

The rate of change is bursting. Your work scenario evolves 

quickly, and it impacts both your decision making and opera-

tional priority management. Resilience is, at least, the ability to 

adjust to the stress of these changes. At best, it is feeding on it 

and becoming stronger and better.

RESONANCE

In a context of increasing complexity, the good news is that 

exponential dynamics are readily at hand. Instead of focusing 

on warfare-like strategies based on conquering and protecting, 

you can now tap into ecosystemic opportunities able to amplify 

your energies by orders of magnitude.

The Evolution Flow integrates in a coherent framework entire systems 

of thought like Socio-Technical Systems Theory, Lean Thinking, 

Complex Adaptive Systems theory, and it is based on a few original 

conceptual frameworks of what a human work-system is and how it 

evolves towards its full potential.

Applying it is an iterative journey based on the careful repetition of 

three steps. First, disturbing the work system, introducing some-

thing that calls for an adaptation. Second, discovering how the system 

digests it, in the whole of its depth. Third, directing the energy that 

this variation generates towards the desired evolution, also building 

momentum for the next iteration. 

We carefully introduce new habits as disturbances, able to nurture 

three types of evolution in harmony with each other: operational, 

behavioral, and psychological evolution. And we do it through the 

design and execution of group or large-group workshops, operational 

coaching, work-system design sessions, methodological and founda-

tional inceptions, internal events, work-streams and communities 

seeding and evolution. 

We work iteratively. Establishing a rhythmic heartbeat of small inter-

ventions for a deep and concrete evolution. Our commitment is to 

leave you better at every iteration, while we navigate towards your full 

potential. Our own way of doing so is called Evolution Flow, and it 

is the result of more than 10 years of experiences working with very 

different organizations all around the world, deep study across many 

decades of work and methodologies by outstanding giants, and — not 

least — a decade of collaborations with experienced professionals 

in the domains of org development, change, strategy, org design, 

psychology, team work, and much more.

The Evolution Flow is the art, science and craft of answering one 

simple and key question:

As simple as the question is, finding good answers requires a profound 

respect for the identity, context and trajectory of each organization. It 

demands attention to the whole depth of the human system and, most 

importantly, to the intimate relationships between its technical and 

social layers. 

WHAT IS COCOON PRO?

HOW WE WORK

What is the next natural step of evolution 
that this organization can make?

WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

In the evolution of your organization across the three 

scopes of relevance, resilience and resonance, we 

provide specific services in these nine different areas

THE TOOLS WE’LL BRING YOU

www.cocoon-pro.com

Learn more about the Evolution Flow here

GET IN TOUCH WITH US, LET’S HAVE A CHAT

https://cocoon-pro.com/get-in-touch/
https://cocoon-pro.com/get-in-touch/
https://medium.com/cocoon-pro/how-organizations-improve-64011802c6d1


What is LiquidO™
You might have heard of a new breed of organisational models, responding 

to the fast growing adaptability, engagement and collaboration needs 

within modern company structures. Or you might have simply experienced 

the sound problems of slowness, rigidity, bureaucracy, disengagement 

along with various kinds of waste and bottlenecks that “traditional” 

organisational models generate and suffer nowadays.

This is what LiquidOTM is all about: the original “liquid organisation” 

model for governance, born from direct experience within Cocoon Pro 

and in use in a growing number of for profit and not-for-profit organisa-

tions willing to get liquid.

Liquefying an organization means disrupting the industrial-age driven 

assumptions on which rigid structures are designed and move on to make 

it adaptive, dynamic and anti-fragile. Based on lean management and 

open collaboration principles, the LiquidOTM model is fluid, 

meritocratic and value-driven, enabling stigmergic 

behaviour and “organic” effectiveness.

Why you would 
want it in your 
organisation
 

Rigidly structured organiza-

tions cannot cope with the 

current pace of innovation 

and its complexity, let 

alone exploit it. We need a 

completely different mindset 

and consequently new models. 

And we need them to be simple 

and people-centric.

This is exactly why LiquidO™ 

 was born.

1. Real-time adaptability.

The industrial age organisational approach, where 

each area is defined as a restricted group of activities coherent 

to one another, has its biggest limitations in the risk to fall in fragmented,  

sealed administration and culture. As the company grows, so grows the 

complex ramification, branching and costs of these models. Lack of 

communication, heavy bureaucracy, disastrous efficiency.

The completely different perspective realized by LiquidO™, in fact relying 

on people and competences without fixed roles, provides an integrated 

and adaptive business management scenario shifted to a systemic 

approach, pragmatically meritocratic and inherently capable of real time 

adaptability to any context. It’s just like water, some would say.

2. Better and faster information processing.

Hierarchies are a sound bottleneck both for decision making and compe-

tences evolution. Too many info to process in order to succeed. Moreover, 

on the other hand, the distance between where and how in the organi-

zation strategies are created, and where and how they have to be executed 

too often creates waste, lack of effectiveness or even complete failure.

Non-peer evaluation, silos and recruiting inefficiency are additional 

heavy side-defects of an organizational design philosophy based on the 

two illusions of control and predictability, and therefore actualized with 

structural divisions between thinking and doing.

LiquidO™ is a viable and operational way to let all the brilliant people in 

the company effectively emerge. Anybody can join each wave, surf it and 

enrich it, so to say. And leveraging different viewpoints, backgrounds and 

competences today is definitely critical to succeed in taking better and 

faster decisions.

3. Engagement and spontaneous leadership.

People are key in this picture. In fact, within 

LiquidO™ everyone can decide whether to 

join a process or not, try, and conse-

quently determine her level by fast 

feedback loops from frequent and 

specific peer-reviews driven by 

the actual delivered value.

Besides a natural engagement 

due to continuous feedback 

and consequently improving 

results, within this scenario 

it’s really difficult to deny 

emerging problems. Within 

the old way of thinking the 

organizations very often 

conflicts, work overload, sense 

of impotence, lack of decision 

power, absence of endorsement, 

unfair treatment and misalignments 

are among the real causes of failures.

There is much more that can be done today, if 

only we let go of control, predictability and rigidity. 

LiquidO™ moves structures, processes and the organization 

itself away from the center, where it is assumed that people have to adapt 

to them, instead shifting the focus on people and truly empowering 

them to dynamically find their maximum value creation spot within 

the organization, expressing leadership effectively and without fear, 

naturally growing and being rewarded for this.

    

Read the whole LiquidO™ whitepaper.  It is available in  

Creative Commons at  liquidorganisation.info
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